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Cross the scan
(To copy/Paste the reality) To copy/paste 
the Abbey road zebra crossing, made famous by the 
Beatles . Already scheduled for the Nuit Blanche Paris 
2016, imagine it also « photo-ported » onto the Zocalo 
place in Mexico or to the Gugenheim Museum ! 

	 This	 is	the	mad	challenge	of	the	french	artists	
Les Nivaux . Their tool : a scanner, appropriated from 
its	usual	function.	They	have	been	using	it	for	ten	years	
and	it’s	at	the	heart	of	their	artistic	reflexion.	Cross	the	
scan is the fruit of their research. Few years they have 
been transported it in legendary places in the world.  
 
 The scanner turned, glass pressed against the 
asphalt, « 2 nights of work, 420 scans, 75 hours to re-
create it, 1 file size of 30 Go.... » All in all a monumen-
tal art  work in same size than the original crossing, 
sticked	 on	 the	 floor,	 participative	 and	 questionning	
about the statut of the real and an « hyperpresence » 
of the subject in photography.

©Les Nivaux, with their scanner on Abbey Road in London

 Abbey Road



©Les	Nivaux	suggestion	of	relocalisation	in	the	world



How
 (*Copy) Les Nivaux have scanned piece by 
piece the famous crossing in London. They’ve reas-
sembled the 420 scans in one image of 30 Go and mea-
suring 8,30 x 4,02m / 327 ‘‘X 158’’. The scanner with its 
potentials	contributes	to	give	a	touch	dimension	and	
a	surgical	precision	to	photography.	The	artists	get	by	
this way, an image in scale 1:1 that is the most faithful 
photographic replica of Abbey road.

 (*Paste) Printed	on	a	special	medium	anti-
skid,	then	it’s	pasted	on	ground	in	differents	cities	of	
the	world.	Wherever	it	 is,	 it	will	be	positioned	in	the	
same	 geographic	 direction	 (UTM30	 /	WGS	 84)	 than	
the original one. It can be exhibited outside or inside, 
ephemeral	or	for	a	long	time	depending	on	medium,	
but	always	in	art	place	or	art	manifestation.

 (*Strike a pose) Cross the scan is also a 
partipative	 art	work.	 Les	 Nivaux	 invite	 the	 public	 to	
cross	 the	 photographic	 sticker,	 strike	 a	 pose,	 take	 a	
picture	of	them	and	share	this	artistic	time	on	social	
networks. 

©Les Nivaux with their scanner directly turned on Abbey road

Teaser : Cross the scan, 1:14’

http://dai.ly/x2pjcl2


	 Their	 objective	 is	 to	 «	 scannophotograph	 »	
the places around the world that have built our col-
lective	memory.	To	«	photoport	»	in	other	places	and	
invite people to walk in footsteps of their history. 
Cross	 the	 scan’s	 questioning	 about	 societal	 pheno-
mena	 as	 fan	 attitude,	 and	 these	 places	 turned	 into	
an unmissable pelgrimage. Today, everyday, hun-
dreds	 of	 fans	 from	 various	 nationalities,	 are	 striking	
a pose to immortalize their crossing in the Beatles’ 
footsteps. Cross the scan to make Abbey road alive 
around	 the	 world.	 Without	 artifice,	 only	 from	 the	
« hyperpresence » power of the photographic work. 

 That is the stake of the work with the scan-
ner : the hyperpresence. It touched and recorded 
each mm2 of the crosswalk without altering it. If 
their	 art	work	 is	 aesthetically	 pleasing,	 it	 only	 comes	
from the subject . Les Nivaux claim a photography 
without	 any	 esthetisation	 or	 manipulation,	 to	 res-
tore	authenticity	and	strength	of	the	real	 in	art	work.

Why 

The Telegraph in Aug, 2014
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 ©Les Nivaux, detail 1:1 - 
Cross the scan



YES, 
we scan

We scan the world 16:20’

	 Firstly	 initiated	 in	 their	 workshop.	 They	 began	
with	Sentiment	vegetal	and	Crushing		series.	They	always	
work Hand to Hand series, for which they ask to various 
persons to put their hands on the glass of the scanner 
during their road trip. Just like 19th century’s photogra-
phy	expeditions,	they	are	travelling	with	this	technology	
on board of their truck transformed into a mobile studio. 

 And the third part of their work is when they re-
turn	 it	 directly	 on	 the	floor	 as	 the	mysterious	Roswell	
field,	 the	mythic	Road	66,	or	with	hand	 scanner	piece	
of architecture, for exemple the pillars of the Golden 
Gate in San Francisco. And very recently, in Cambo-
dia,	a	 lot	of	emotion,	16	hours	of	work	and	238	scans	
for	 scanning	 the	all	floor	of	one	of	 the	 torture	 rooms,	
in	the	S21	Khmer	rouge	prison	 in	Phnom	Penh.	The	fi-
nal photographic art work’ll be in scale 1:1 - 7x3,60m

https://youtu.be/tn6aQBCcqSU


©Les	Nivaux,	very	recently	(april	2016),		lot	of	emotion,	16h	of	work	and	238	scans	for	scanning	the	all	floor	of	
one	of	the	torture	rooms,	in	the	S21	Khmer	rouge	prison	in	Phnom	Penh.	The	final	photographic	art	work’ll	be	in	
scale 1:1 7x3,60m

©Les Nivaux, scan in Africa for Hand to 
Hand series

©Les Nivaux with their scanner and truck 
directly	on	Roswell	field,	USA.

©Les Nivaux with a hand scanner on the 
Golden	Gate	in	San	Francisco,	USA.

©Les Nivaux, with their scanner and 
truck directly on the 66 Road, USA.



©Les	Nivaux,	Golden	Gate,	Sentiment	végétal,	Crushing	
Vallette	Gallery,	Kuala	Lumpur	2016

©Les Nivaux, Bouteilles II Centre Iris Gallery Paris 2012.

©Les	Nivaux,	Hand	to	hand	Festival	de	la	pluie	2013
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We scan the world 16:20’Cross the scan, 1:14’

(33) 643 435 949
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